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What is a Mission Profile?

A Mission Profile is a mirror image of the expected life time of an 
application and the associated stress, which all used device will be 
submitted to. 

It is needed to estimate if all used device will be reliable enough to 
maintain the specified product performance at least over the 
projected life time.

Most common is the Mission Profile that details the life time 
and associated use temperatures in form of a table.
Other MPs specify also mechanical stress or stress that 
comes along with humidity.



Stress to the Silicon

What stress is it that the used devices will see during their life time?

Thermo-Mechanical :  the applications will be switched on/off and are used in winter and
summer time etc.  

Voltage- and Temperature: Voltage (current) as well as temperature will cause aging effects to the
silicon-junction

The stresses will impact the material properties over life time and will (slowly) degrade the device 
performance. This can compromise the electrical performance as well as the mechanical performance.

There are numerous standards that define certain qualification tests, which are designed to provoke 
certain reliability fail mechanisms. In semiconductors the most used standards are JEDEC and AEC.



IC Qualification



Assessment of Existing and Qualified Components

AECQ100, Rev H;  Figure A7.2: Flow Chart 2

AECQ100 defines that the Tier1 shall 
perform the assessment of the 
reliability capability on ECU level.



Fail Mech, Models, Acceleration Factor

AECQ100 also to a loading of “Humidity”, but this is typically not requested to us 

AECQ100, Rev G; Table A7.1: Basic Calculations for AEC-Q100 Stress Test Conditions and Durations



Equivalent Qualification Stress

In order to check if a certain device is suitable for a given MP, the stress of the MP must 
be translated into equivalent qualification stress.

Mission Profile Stress   - >   Equivalent Qual Stress   >  or <    Qualification Stress  

The associated acceleration models “Arrhenius” and/or “Coffin-Manson” provide the equations 
that needs be used.   



Equivalent Qualification Stress - Example
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This calculation needs to be done for every 
profile increment and the total equivalent 
test time is the sum of all tts.
For this Profile 1 the total equivalent test 
time is ~5888h.

The typical AECQ100 HTOL testing is only 1000h.
-> the MP stress exceeds the qual stress by factor ~6.
-> there is a certain risk that there will be device failures towards the end of the projected application life time.



Equivalent Qualification Stress – Example  cont’d

How to address this?

• Either the actual Tj can be reduced in the application by implementing cooling/heat sink
• Extend the qualification by prolonging the test time and/or the increase the Tj

Using a qualification Tj of 150C the total equivalent test time would be  ~1767h.

With a test time of 1000h there would still be a little risk for device failures towards 
the end of the projected application life time.

If we additionally increased the test duration, say to 2000h, the qual stress would be 
significantly higher than the expected life time stress. This would provide a very high 
level of confidence that the device would not compromise operating performance or 
cause failures towards the end of the projected application life time.



Thanks !


